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Abstract

Harnessing genetic differences between cancerous and noncancerous cells offers a strategy for the development of new
therapies. Extrapolating from yeast genetic interaction data, we used cultured human cells and siRNA to construct and
evaluate a synthetic lethal interaction network comprised of chromosome instability (CIN) genes that are frequently
mutated in colorectal cancer. A small number of genes in this network were found to have synthetic lethal interactions with
a large number of cancer CIN genes; these genes are thus attractive targets for anticancer therapeutic development. The
protein product of one highly connected gene, the flap endonuclease FEN1, was used as a target for small-molecule
inhibitor screening using a newly developed fluorescence-based assay for enzyme activity. Thirteen initial hits identified
through in vitro biochemical screening were tested in cells, and it was found that two compounds could selectively inhibit
the proliferation of cultured cancer cells carrying inactivating mutations in CDC4, a gene frequently mutated in a variety of
cancers. Inhibition of flap endonuclease activity was also found to recapitulate a genetic interaction between FEN1 and
MRE11A, another gene frequently mutated in colorectal cancers, and to lead to increased endogenous DNA damage. These
chemical-genetic interactions in mammalian cells validate evolutionarily conserved synthetic lethal interactions and
demonstrate that a cross-species candidate gene approach is successful in identifying small-molecule inhibitors that prove
effective in a cell-based cancer model.
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Introduction

Cancerous cells carry somatic mutations that genotypically

distinguish them from surrounding noncancerous cells, and this

provides an opportunity that can be exploited for therapeutic

development. One strategy for the specific targeting of cancer

genotypes relative to nonmutated somatic cells is to exploit

synthetic lethal interactions [1]. For example, breast cancer cells

with mutations in BRCA1 or BRCA2 are extremely susceptible to

knockdown or chemical inhibition of PARP1, which encodes

poly(ADP)ribose polymerase (PARP) [2,3].

While exploiting synthetic lethality has the potential to be an

effective approach to treating tumors, a major challenge is the

identification of clinically relevant small-molecule inhibitors. One

approach, pioneered by the National Cancer Institute, is to screen

many thousands of unknown potential therapeutics on cancer cell

lines [4]. Compounds generate a ‘‘fingerprint’’ of activity against

certain cell lines, which can then be deconvolved, usually by

mutation sequencing, to yield novel gene-drug interactions, in a

so-called ‘‘bottom-up’’ approach. Alternatively, a ‘‘top-down’’

approach applies compounds of known target or mode of action to

known genotypes, again to identify new gene-drug interactions.

Recently, two groups used such an approach to screen more than

100 compounds against hundreds of cancer cell lines whose

mutational status was known [5,6], observing that gene-drug

interactions tended to be more significant for targeted therapies,

such as compounds targeting the BCR-ABL fusion protein, than for

generally cytotoxic drugs, such as DNA damaging agents or

antimitotics [6]. Thus, screening for compounds targeting a

specific genetic lesion is preferable to developing new cytotoxic

agents. Such targeted compounds can then be deployed as first-

line anticancer therapeutics either singly or in a combination

regime that would lessen the likelihood of drug-resistant clones

developing within the tumor cell population [7,8].
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Many different cancer mutations lead to a limited repertoire of

cancer phenotypes, such as chromosome instability, checkpoint

dysfunction, and hyperplasia [9]. It is possible to identify a gene

target that results in synthetic lethality with a large number of

unlinked gene mutations by screening for targets that result in

synthetic lethality with a common tumor phenotype. For example,

chromosome instability (CIN), an increase in the rate of gain or

loss of whole or parts of chromosomes, is observed in the form of

aneuploidy in more than 90% of solid tumors and over 75% of

blood cancers [10]. As the maintenance of genomic stability is an

essential cellular process, CIN represents a phenotype that could

potentially be leveraged towards selective killing of cancerous cells

relative to normal cells. A gene that is synthetic lethal with a large

number of cancer-related CIN genes would be an attractive

therapeutic target in a large fraction of tumors.

Genetically tractable model organisms, such as the budding

yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, facilitate the identification of human

CIN genes, via identification and sequencing of their human

orthologs. For example, identification of yeast CIN genes [11]) led

to the sequencing of the human homologs of 200 yeast CIN genes

in human colorectal cancers, and it was discovered that human

homologs of the yeast CIN genes SMC1, SCC2, BUB1, PDS1,

MRE11, and CDC4 collectively account for approximately 25% of

the mutational spectrum of colorectal cancer [12–15]. Thus, if a

common synthetic lethal interacting partner could be identified for

all of these genes, and a highly potent and specific inhibitor of its

activity could be developed, inhibition of this target would offer a

potentially broad means of targeting CIN cancers. In yeast,

technologies exist to screen for genome-wide synthetic lethal

interactions with relative ease [16], and identification of the

synthetic lethal interaction network of the yeast orthologs of

cancer-mutated genes has in previous cases revealed a small

number of ‘‘hub’’ genes having synthetic lethal interactions with

many yeast cancer-orthologs [17]. Previous studies have found a

high degree of conservation between yeast and metazoan genetic

interactions [18,19], suggesting hub gene identification based on a

yeast CIN gene synthetic lethal interaction network should yield

broad-spectrum, second-site target genes applicable to human

cancers.

Here we present and validate a cross-species candidate-based

approach to the identification of anticancer targets and the

discovery of anticancer therapeutics. We show that a genetic

interaction network comprised of colorectal cancer CIN genes is

largely conserved between S. cerevisiae and a human cancer cell

line. We develop an in vitro assay for the activity of the protein

encoded by one such highly connected gene, FEN1, and use this

assay to screen for small-molecule inhibitors. Finally, we show that

flap endonuclease inhibitors recapitulate conserved genetic inter-

actions. These data demonstrate the effectiveness of a cross-species

synthetic lethal approach to the discovery of potential anticancer

therapeutics.

Results

A cross-species approach reveals conserved genetic
interaction partners of cancer genes

The human genes SMC1, SMC3, NIPBL, STAG3, RNF20,

FBXW7/CDC4, MRE11A, RAD54B and BLM have been found to

be mutated in colorectal cancer, and together account for

approximately 25% of the CIN mutational spectrum of this

disease [13–15,20–22]. Protein BLAST was used to identify the

budding yeast orthologs of these human genes (Table 1) and we

constructed a synthetic lethal interaction network (Figure 1A),

using literature and publicly available genetic interaction data

(BioGrid and the Saccharomyces Genome Database) [18,23].

To investigate the conservation of this network between yeast

and a human cell line, we used siRNA-mediated knockdown of

potential synthetic lethal gene pairs in the cell line HCT116.

Knockdown efficiencies were evaluated by Western blots (Figure

S1A). All pair-wise combinations between the three ‘‘central’’

synthetic lethal partner genes, WDHD1, FEN1, and CHTF8, and

the ten outer cancer-mutated CIN genes were evaluated for

synthetic lethality (Figure 1B, 1C, 1D). (CHTF8 was selected as a

representative of the alternative RFCCHTF18, comprised of Dcc1,

Ctf8, and Ctf18 in S. cerevisiae).

Of the 30 possible synthetic lethal interactions among the genes

tested, 22 have been reported in yeast [18,23]. We found 16 of the

predicted interactions (73%) were conserved between yeast and

human cells, and 6 predicted interactions did not appear

conserved in our assay (27%). Furthermore, one interaction,

between FEN1 and STAG1, was not predicted based on yeast data;

however, we detected a genetic interaction between these genes

(Figure 1F and Table S1). No interactions were observed with

STAG3, which functions primarily in human meiosis [24]. As in

yeast, all three central genes – WDHD1, FEN1, and CHTF8 – were

highly connected to sister chromatid cohesion genes (e.g. cohesin

and/or cohesin loaders) (Figure 1F).

As FEN1 encodes an enzyme, whereas WDHD1 and CHTF8 do

not; it may be amenable to biochemical inhibitor screening. Thus,

we sought to further validate genetic interactions between FEN1

and other genes in the network. To ensure that these observed

interactions were not cell line-dependent, we attempted to

recapitulate interactions between FEN1 and each of CDC4,

RAD54B, and RNF20 in the karyotypically stable, immortalized

fibroblast cell line hTERT. As in HCT116 cells, genetic

interactions were observed following knockdown of all three gene

pairs (Figure 1E, Table S2, Figure S1C). We found that individual

siRNAs could recapitulate the genetic interactions observed with

the pooled siRNAs (Table S3). These data validate a subset of

genetic interactions identified in the HCT116 cells and thus

confirm FEN1 as a strong candidate therapeutic target.

Author Summary

Anticancer therapeutic discovery is a major challenge in
cancer research. Because cancer is a disease caused by
somatic genetic mutations, the search for anticancer
therapeutics is often driven by the ability to exploit
genetic differences specific to tumor cells. Recently, cancer
therapeutic development has sought to exploit synthetic
lethality, a situation in which the combination of two
independently viable mutations results in lethality. If a
compound can be found to selectively kill a specific
genotype via inhibition of a specific gene product, this is
known as a chemical-genetic interaction, and it mimics a
synthetic lethal genetic interaction. The ideal therapeutic
would be broad spectrum, that is, active against multiple
cancer genotypes within a tumor type and/or across a
variety of cancers. We have developed an approach, taking
advantage of the evolutionary conservation of synthetic
lethal interactions, to identify ‘‘second-site’’ targets in
cancer: genes whose chemical inhibition leads to selective
killing of tumor cells across a broad spectrum of cancer
genotypes. We identified small-molecule inhibitors of one
such target, FEN1, and showed that these compounds
were able to selectively kill human cells carrying cancer-
relevant mutations. This approach will facilitate the
development of anticancer therapeutics active against a
variety of cancer genotypes.

Identification of Therapeutic Genetic Interactions
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Developing a high-throughput in vitro assay for FEN1
activity

FEN1 (Flap ENdonuclease 1) encodes an enzyme previously shown

to be amenable to biochemical assay development in vitro [25] that has

been implicated in almost all DNA transactions, including DNA

repair and replication [26]). Adapting a previous radiolabel-based in

vitro assay, we developed an in vitro assay for FEN1 activity based on

fluorescence quenching [25]). In this assay, three oligonucleotides are

annealed to generate the synthetic substrate, positioning a fluor-

ophore and fluorescent quencher in close proximity. The flap

endonuclease activity of FEN1 cleaves the 59 flap to which the

fluorophore is attached, allowing it to diffuse away from the quencher

and fluoresce (Figure 2). Using a potent, previously described in vitro

FEN1 inhibitor, compound 16 from Tumey, et al. [27], we observed

significant inhibition of flap endonuclease activity (Figure 3, upper left

panel). A screen of 30 000 compounds, from libraries containing

known and FDA-approved drugs, and the Canadian Chemical

Biology Network library, yielded approximately 90 hits, following a

counterscreen using a quencherless substrate to eliminate false

positives caused by fluorescent compounds and fluorescent quench-

ers. Ultimately, 13 compounds were selected for further investigation

based on structural diversity and having drug-like properties (as

described by Lipinski’s ‘‘Rule of Five’’; [28]). These compounds were

found to have mid-nanomolar to low micromolar IC50s in vitro

(Figure 3, remaining panels).

Flap endonuclease inhibitors recapitulate genetic
interactions in cells

We next sought to determine whether the flap endonuclease

inhibitors we identified could recapitulate any of the genetic

interactions found previously (Figure 1F). We first targeted the

interaction between FEN1 and CDC4, owing to the fact that CDC4

has been shown to be a CIN gene mutated in many tumor types

[11,29–32]. We took advantage of a matched pair of cell lines in

which both copies of CDC4 had been inactivated in HCT116 cells

[13]. siRNA-mediated knockdown of FEN1 in this cell pair

resulted in selective proliferation inhibition (Figure 4A). We

applied the small-molecule hits from the screen to this matched

pair of cell lines and found six compounds that selectively inhibited

the proliferation of CDC4-knockout HCT116 cells relative to wild

type cells (Figure 4B and Figure S2B). To ensure that these results

were not cell line-specific, we utilized another matched pair of cell

lines with inactivated CDC4, this time in DLD-1 cells. The six

compounds showing selective proliferation inhibition of CDC4-

knockout HCT116 cells were applied to CDC4-knockout and wild

type DLD-1 cells [13], and RF00974 and NSC645851 were found

to selectively inhibit the proliferation of CDC4-knockout DLD-1

cells relative to wild type (Figure 4C).

To further test the idea that CDC4 activity is responsible for the

observed effect, cells in which CDC4 had been inactivated in a

heterozygous state were also treated with RF00974 and

NSC645851. As with homozygous CDC42/2 cells, heterozygous

CDC4+/2 cells displayed a statistically significant decrease in

proliferation relative to wild type CDC4+/+ cells, albeit lesser in

magnitude (Figure 5).

We next attempted to recapitulate the interaction between

FEN1 and MRE11A, as MRE11A has been shown to be mutated at

a frequency of 4% in colorectal cancers [15]. We treated cells in

which MRE11A had been depleted via siRNA with the more

potent of the two flap endonuclease inhibitors described above,

RF00974, and found that MRE11A depletion sensitized cells to

flap endonuclease inhibitor treatment (Figure 6A). We also found

that treatment with a previously-described small-molecule inhib-

itor of MRE11A, mirin [33], was able to sensitize cells to

treatment with RF00974 (Figure 6B). Taken together, these data

suggest that inhibition of flap endonuclease activity is sufficient to

recapitulate evolutionarily conserved, colorectal cancer-relevant

synthetic lethal genetic interactions.

Finally, we wished to characterize the mechanism by which

inhibition of flap endonuclease activity may lead to cell death.

Given the role of FEN1 in DNA replication and repair, we asked

whether endogenous DNA damage increases as a result of FEN1

Table 1. Yeast and human gene orthologs.A

Yeast gene Human ortholog(s) % identity % similarity BLASTP expectation

BRE1 RNF20 21% 42% 4610226

CDC4 CDC4 (FBXW7) 29% 51% 4610263

CTF18 CHTF18 24% 42% 8610236

CTF4 WDHD1 (AND1) 21% 36% 9610218

CTF8 CHTF8 21% 37% 6610219B

DCC1 DSCC1 24% 39% 10210

MRE11 MRE11A 41% 59% 56102128

RAD27 FEN1 60% 76% 26102137

RDH54 RAD54B 37% 52% 36102134

SCC1 (MCD1) RAD21 35% 54% 261027

SCC2 NIPBL 20% 39% 10218

SCC3 (IRR1) STAG1, STAG2, STAG3 26% 46% 10220

SGS1 BLM, WRN 39% 60% 46102121

SMC1 SMC1A 30% 54% 102163

SMC3 SMC3 32% 55% 0

ANames indicated are the names used in this work. Names in parentheses indicate common alternative gene names. Members of the cohesin complex (and SCC2/NIPBL,
a cohesin loader) are indicated in boldface type.
BIdentified with DELTA BLAST algorithm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003254.t001

Identification of Therapeutic Genetic Interactions
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inhibition. We used HCT116 cells in which 53BP1 had been

stably tagged with mCherry to ask whether 53BP1 focus

formation, indicative of DNA repair centers [34,35], increased.

We found a statistically significant (p,0.05) increase in the

frequency of cells with many 53BP1 foci following siRNA-

mediated knockdown of FEN1. Furthermore, we observed a

similar increase (p,0.05) following treatment with the flap

endonuclease inhibitor RF00974 (Figure 6C). We next measured

the level of H2AX phosphorylation (c-H2AX), an independent

indicator of DNA damage [36], in HCT116 CDC4+/+ and

CDC42/2 cells in response to RF00974. We found that, similar

to increasing 53BP1 focus formation, RF00974 treatment

increased H2AX phosphorylation (Figure S3). H2AX phosphor-

ylation was increased even in untreated HCT116 CDC42/2 cells,

so no increase in phosphorylation was observed. In order to

determine whether RF00974 leads to an increase in apoptosis in

CDC4-deficient cells, we asked whether PARP cleavage, a marker

of apoptosis [37], is increased following RF00974 treatment. We

found that RF00974 treatment did not increase PARP cleavage in

either wild type or CDC4-deficient cells. Taken together, these

results suggest that loss of FEN1, or inhibition of flap endonuclease

activity, lead to an increase in endogenous DNA damage that

inhibits the proliferation of CDC4-deficient cells by non-apoptotic

means.

Discussion

In this study, we used a cross-species candidate approach to

identify new anticancer therapeutic targets for small-molecule

inhibition having a potentially broad spectrum of applicability. We

Figure 1. Evolutionary conservation of synthetic lethal interactions in HCT116 cells. (A) A yeast cancer-ortholog synthetic lethal network.
Lines indicate synthetic lethal genetic interactions. Yeast genes and human orthologs are presented in Table 1. Red circles represent S. cerevisiae
orthologs of genes mutated in cancer; blue circles indicate common interacting partners, which are referred to as ‘‘central’’ genes. (B–D)
Representative data depicting mean percentage of remaining HCT116 cells (6 SEM) treated with pooled siRNAs targeting central genes (top) and
cancer genes (along x-axis) relative to GAPDH-silenced controls. Blue circles, siRNA targeting central gene alone. Red circles, siRNA targeting cancer
gene alone. Yellow triangles, predicted viability of double siRNA treatment. Green circles, observed viability of double siRNA treatment. For raw data,
please refer to Table S1. GAPDH siRNA does not significantly reduce viability relative to a non-silencing siRNA (Figure S2A). (E) Representative data
depicting mean percentage viability of hTERT cells (6 SEM) treated with pooled siRNAs targeting FEN1 and cancer genes (along x-axis) relative to
GAPDH-silenced controls. Symbols are as in B. (F) Mammalian genetic interaction network. Solid grey line, interaction observed in both S. cerevisiae
and HCT116 cells; green dashed line, interaction observed only in S. cerevisiae; orange dotted line, interaction observed only in HCT116 cells.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003254.g001
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found that a yeast CIN synthetic lethal interaction network is

largely conserved between S. cerevisiae and a human tumor cell line.

Based on this network, we screened for in vitro inhibitors of the

highly connected enzyme FEN1. Flap endonuclease inhibitors

discovered in this screen recapitulated synthetic lethal interactions

between FEN1 and each of CDC4 and MRE11A, demonstrating

that evolutionarily conserved genetic interactions in a core cellular

process, such as the maintenance of genomic stability, can be

exploited as a means to inhibit the proliferation of tumor cells

carrying specific and cancer-relevant mutations.

The idea of using the unique genetic profile of tumor cells

relative to somatic cells to selectively kill cancer has been applied

by various groups, such as in the case of the chemical-genetic

interaction between BRCA1/2 and PARP inhibitors [2,3]. Several

studies have focused on DNA damage, usually by identifying

inhibitors of DNA damage response proteins that either directly

kill tumor cells, or that potentiate the effects of DNA damaging

agents [38–42]. Recently, two large-scale studies examining

chemical-genetic interactions between new or established anti-

cancer treatments and cancer cell lines of known genotype

demonstrated the promise of such top-down approaches by

identifying previously unknown sensitivities of many cancer

genotypes, such as between Ewing’s sarcomas and PARP

inhibitors [5,6]. An alternative means to construct genetic

interaction networks for the discovery of therapeutic targets is to

take a cross-species candidate approach in a genetically tractable

model organism. In S. cerevisiae, defined genetic changes can be

introduced and subsequently screened in a high-throughput

manner [16,43] (though mammalian genome editing technologies

are advancing rapidly [44,45]). The nearly 75% (16/22) conser-

vation of synthetic lethal interactions we found between yeast and

human cells is similar to the degree of conservation of genetic

interactions between S. cerevisiae and the model metazoan

Caenorhabditis elegans in a related network, identified by our group

and others [18,19,46], and expands upon previous proof-of-

principle work by our group [47]. Although we ultimately targeted

the highly conserved flap endonuclease FEN1 in the current study,

yeast genetic data has the potential to implicate biological

processes, as opposed to specific proteins, as therapeutic targets;

in this way, targets can be identified that are not conserved in S.

cerevisiae. For example, we recently demonstrated that mutation of

cohesin genes in yeast was synthetic lethal with mutation of

proteins playing a role in replication fork stability. siRNA-

mediated knockdown of cohesin genes was found to sensitize

human cells to inhibition of PARP, a protein involved in

replication fork progression, but without a known ortholog in

yeast [19]. Thus, the versatility of yeast synthetic lethal networks to

predict therapeutic targets makes our approach complementary to

large-scale screening for gene-drug interactions [4–6].

Therapeutics that target a specific genotype, such as EGFR

family inhibitors in the case of ERBB2 (also known as HER2)

amplification, produce more significant gene-drug interactions

than more general cytotoxic agents [6]; however, the indica-

tions for such agents are limited to a handful of genotypes.

FEN1 plays a critical role in nearly all DNA transactions,

including DNA replication via Okazaki fragment maturation

[48,49], long-patch base excision repair [50,51], the preven-

tion of trinucleotide repeat expansions [25,52], and restart of

stalled replication forks [53]. Yeast RAD27 is one of the most

highly genetically connected genes in the yeast genome (Tables

S5 and S6); many of these interactors are CIN genes [11], and

many of the corresponding human orthologs may prove to be

mutated and cause CIN in tumours. Given that the majority of

the genetic interactions were conserved in the CIN synthetic

lethal interaction network interrogated here, FEN1 may be a

widely applicable target in cancers harboring mutations in a

variety of CIN genes. More generally, DNA repair and

replication protein inhibitors are being actively developed as

anticancer therapeutics [2,3,41,54] and the process of DNA

replication forms a genetic hub in S. cerevisiae [16,23,43,55].

The critical role of FEN1 in DNA transactions is analogous to

that of PARP, a protein playing a role in DNA repair and the

protection of stalled DNA replication forks [56,57]. PARP is

synthetic lethal with mutations in BRCA1/2 [2,3], and its

therapeutic range has been extended more recently to include

cells with mutations in PTEN [38] and cohesins [19]. Thus, like

Figure 2. Screening for FEN1 inhibitors in vitro. Schematic representation of the fluorescence-based assay employed to identify FEN1 inhibitors.
In the absence of inhibitor, FEN1 cleaves the 59 flap to which the 6-FAM fluorophore is attached, allowing it to diffuse away from the BHQ-1 quencher
and fluoresce. Activity is read as increasing fluorescence over time.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003254.g002
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PARP, FEN1 potentially represents a potent, broadly-applica-

ble target for anticancer therapeutic development.

In turn, the ideal anticancer therapeutic would have a broad

spectrum, suggesting it would be more advantageous to target

a phenotype common in cancer. CIN in the form of aneuploidy

is seen in .90% of solid tumors [10] and represents a sub-

lethal mutation in an otherwise essential process. Of relevance

to the current work, moderate aneuploidy and CIN correlate

with poor prognosis in cancer, but extreme aneuploidy

correlates with improved patient outcomes [58,59]. Yeast

RAD27 is a CIN gene [17], and FEN1 mutation in various

systems leads to CIN and has been associated with cancer

[17,60]; thus, inhibition of FEN1 in cancers that already

exhibit CIN could lead to a level of CIN incompatible with

viability. In the present study, flap endonuclease inhibitors

were found to recapitulate the synthetic lethal interactions

between FEN1 and each of CDC4 and MRE11A [18,23]. We

observed that both depletion and inhibition of flap endonu-

clease activity led to an increase in endogenous DNA damage.

Recent reports have shown that c-H2AX levels are not

increased following FEN1 depletion [61]; however, we

observed increases in DNA damage using two independent

assays following two means of FEN1 inhibition, and attribute

these results to cell background differences, such as the

mismatch repair deficiency present in HCT116 cells. Further-

more, this increase in DNA damage led to a non-apoptotic

inhibition of proliferation. Thus, one explanation for the

lethality in combination with inactivation of CDC4 is that the

cell is inappropriately driven through the cell cycle, owing to

elevated levels of cyclin E [13], when otherwise it would arrest

to try to repair DNA damage. Likewise, increased endogenous

DNA damage combined with loss of MRE11A, a protein

playing a critical role in the first steps of the DNA damage

response [62], could lead to a level of DNA damage or

mutation that is incompatible with proliferation. CDC4 has

been reported to be mutated in a wide variety of tumor types,

at frequencies ranging from 6% to .30%, depending on the

tumor type [13,21,29,63,64]. Recently, it has been suggested

that reduction of CDC4 activity to some level below that of wild

type, but above complete abrogation of function, is optimal for

tumor progression [63]. Thus, the fact that two flap endonu-

clease inhibitors described here were able to selectively inhibit

the proliferation of both heterozygous and homozygous CDC4-

knockout cell lines suggests that CDC4 loss, whether complete

Figure 3. IC50 curves of flap endonuclease inhibitors. FEN1 assays were carried out as described in Materials and Methods. Compound names
are indicated above each graph, and structures are given to the right of each graph. Tumey 16 (top-left panel) was included as a positive control for
flap endonuclease inhibition.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003254.g003
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or partial, sensitizes cells to inhibition of flap endonuclease

activity. As well, the fact that both genotypes were sensitive to

inhibition of flap endonuclease activity adds weight to the

suggestion that this response is specific to CDC4 activity, in the

same way that changing response following alteration in

dosage in biochemical screening is suggestive of target identity

[65].

In summary, here we have presented a rational, cross-species

approach to the identification of anticancer therapeutic targets by

targeting CIN, a common cancer phenotype. The use of conserved

synthetic lethal interaction networks to identify highly-connected

second-site targets is an accessible alternative to large scale screens:

it narrows down the number of synthetic lethal gene pairs to be

directly retested from tens of thousands to dozens, and is based on

strong synthetic lethal interactions discovered in yeast networks.

We have demonstrated the potential of this approach to identify

targets and therapeutics, such as FEN1 and the flap endonuclease

inhibitors described here, having potentially broad applicability in

the treatment of cancer.

Materials and Methods

Cell culture
HCT116 cells were purchased from ATCC. HCT116

derivatives, DLD-1 and DLD-1 derivatives were gifts of Dr.

Bert Vogelstein (Johns Hopkins University). (Importantly, we

observed that the deleted exon in CDC4 in these cell lines is not

exon 5, as previously reported [13], but exon 8. We attribute

the difference to changing annotations in public sequence

databases between 2004 and the present.) 53BP1-mCherry

HCT116 cells were a gift of Dr. Sam Aparicio (UBC). These

cells were grown in McCoy’s 5A medium with 10% FBS.

Figure 4. Cell-based assays for flap endonuclease inhibitor activity reveal two compounds that selectively inhibit the proliferation
of cells deficient in CDC4. (A) siRNA-mediated knockdown of FEN1 selectively inhibits the proliferation of CDC4-knockout HCT116 cells. siRNA
transfections were carried out as described in Materials and Methods. Cells were fixed and imaged four days following siRNA transfection. Data were
analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey test. Shown is mean 6 SEM. * p,0.05; ** p,0.01; *** p,0.001. (B) Some flap endonuclease
inhibitors recapitulate the genetic interaction between FEN1 and CDC4 in HCT116 cells. Cells were incubated with compound at the indicated
concentration for 72 hours in optically clear 96-well plates prior to fixation and imaging as described in Materials and Methods. Data were analyzed
by one-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey test. Shown is mean 6 SEM. * p,0.05; ** p,0.01; *** p,0.001. (C) RF00974 and NSC645851 recapitulate the
genetic interaction between FEN1 and CDC4 in DLD-1 cells. Experiments were carried out as in (B). Data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed
by a Tukey test. Shown is mean 6 SEM. * p,0.05; ** p,0.01; *** p,0.001.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003254.g004
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Figure 5. NSC645851 and RF00974 selectively inhibit the proliferation of HCT116 and DLD-1 cells with both homozygous and
heterozygous inactivating mutations of CDC4. Experiments were carried out as described in Figure 4B. Data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA
followed by a Tukey test. Shown is mean 6 SEM. * p,0.05; ** p,0.01; *** p,0.001.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003254.g005

Figure 6. RF00974 recapitulates the interaction between FEN1 and MRE11A, and leads to increased endogenous DNA damage. (A)
siRNA-mediated knockdown of MRE11A sensitizes HCT116 cells to treatment with RF00974. siRNA transfection experiments were carried out as
described in Materials and Methods. Cells were fixed and imaged four days following siRNA transfection, after cells had been incubated in compound
for 48 hours. Data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey test. Shown is mean 6 SEM. * p,0.05; ** p,0.01; *** p,0.001. (B)
Chemical inhibition of MRE11A sensitizes cells to RF00974. Cells were incubated in the indicated compounds at the indicated concentrations for three
days prior to fixation and imaging as described in Materials and Methods. Data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey test. Shown is
mean 6 SEM. * p,0.05; ** p,0.01; *** p,0.001. (C) Inhibition of flap endonuclease activity with RF00974 mimics siRNA-mediated knockdown of
FEN1 by increasing endogenous DNA damage. Data were analyzed by Student’s t test. Shown is mean 6 SEM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1003254.g006
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Immortalized (telomerase) BJ normal human skin fibroblasts,

hTERT [66], were generously provided by Dr. C.P. Case

(University of Bristol) and were grown in DMEM containing

10% FBS. Mirin was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. RF00974

was purchased from Maybridge, Ltd.

Western blotting
Western blots were performed as detailed elsewhere [47].

Antibodies used for Western blots are described in Table S4.

RNA interference
Subconfluent and asynchronous cells were transiently

transfected with siRNAs. HCT116 cells were transfected with

ON-TARGETplus siRNA pools at a total siRNA concentration

of 25 nM using DharmaFECT I (Dharmacon). In dual siRNA

experiments, the total siRNA concentration was 50 nM.

Cultures were replenished with fresh medium 11 hours after

transfection. hTERT cells were transfected with ON-TAR-

GETplus siRNA pools, or independent duplexes, at a total

siRNA concentration of 100 nM using RNAiMax (Invitrogen).

Cultures were replenished with fresh medium 24 hours after

transfection.

Synthetic lethal assays, cell imaging, and compound
incubation

HCT116 cells were harvested 24 hours after siRNA transfection

and re-plated in 96-well optical bottom plates. hTERT cells were

transfected directly in 96-well plates. HCT116 cells were fixed four

days after transfection, and hTERT cells were fixed seven days

after transfection, in 4% paraformaldehyde/PBS. Nuclei were

labelled with Hoechst 33342. Stained nuclei were counted using a

Cellomics Arrayscan VTI fluorescence imager as described

previously [47] or a Zeiss AxioObserver Z1 equipped with an

LED Colibri light source, a 206 plan apochromat dry lens

(numerical aperture = 0.8) and AxioVision v4.8 software. Images

were analyzed using the Physiology Analyzer (Assaybuilder) option

within the AxioVision software. Data were normalized to

GAPDH-silenced controls and conventional statistics (e.g. column

statistics and Student’s t-tests) were performed. Experiments were

performed twice; indicated numbers are averaged from at least 6

wells.

To determine the presence of a synthetic lethal interaction, the

proliferative defect was calculated, and is defined as

1{
Proliferation predicted by a multiplicative model

Observed proliferation

where the predicted proliferation was the product of the

proliferation of the two individual gene knockdowns, following a

multiplicative model of genetic interactions [67]. Synthetic lethal

interactions were scored as a proliferative defect of three times the

average SEM of the experiment or greater.

During compound incubation experiments, cells were incubated

in compound of interest in 96-well optical bottom plates for

approximately three days prior to fixation and analysis. Data (from

six independent wells) were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA

followed by a Tukey test.

FEN1 purification
FEN1 was expressed in BL21 E. coli from pET28b(+)

(a generous gift from R. Bambara, University of Rochester)

using 1 mM IPTG. Bacteria were lysed in lysis buffer (50 mM

NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, pH 8.0

containing 26 protease inhibitor) via a French press at

10 000 psi. The lysate was clarified and passed through a

0.22 mM filter before being loaded onto a HisTrap FF column

(1 mL, GE Healthcare) in an ÄKTAFPLC P-920 system (GE

Healthcare). The column was washed in 10 volumes of wash

buffer (lysis buffer+20 mM imidazole), and FEN1 was eluted

with 5 volumes of elution buffer (lysis buffer+125 mM

imidazole). The lysate was diluted with 9 volumes HI buffer

(30 mM HEPES-KOH, 0.5% myo-inositol, pH 7.8) with

30 mM NaH2PO4 and concentrated in a protein concentrator

(Amicon). It was then loaded onto a hydroxyapatite resin (HA

Ultrogel, Pall Life Sciences). The hydroxyapatite resin was

washed with 10 volumes of HI-30 mM PO4, and FEN1 was

eluted with 5 volumes of HI-200 mM PO4. The eluate was

diluted with 5 volumes HI-30 mM KCl prior to concentration,

and then loaded onto a strong cation exchange column (1 mL

HiTRAP SP FF FPLC, GE Healthcare Life Sciences). The

column was washed with 10 volumes of HI-30 mM KCl, then

10 volumes of HI-200 mM KCl, and FEN1 was eluted with a

gradient from HI-200 mM KCl to HI-500 mM KCl over 10

column volumes. Purified FEN1 was concentrated in FEN1

dilution buffer (30 mM HEPES-KOH, 5% glycerol, 0.1 mg/

mL BSA, 0.01% NP-40), and aliquots of known concentration

were frozen at 280uC.

In vitro FEN1 inhibition assay
Oligonucleotides used were as follows: ‘‘template’’, 59-

GGTGGACGGGTGGATTGAAATTTAGGCTGGCACGGT

CG-39, ‘‘upstream’’, 59-CGACCGTGCCAGCCTAAATTTCA

ATC-39, ‘‘downstream’’, 59-6-FAM-CCAAGGCCACCCGTCC

AC-BHQ-1-39. (6-FAM is 6-carboxyfluorescein; BHQ-1 is black

hole quencher 1.) The three oligonucleotides were annealed at

equimolar amounts in annealing buffer (50 mM Tris, 50 mM

NaCl, 1 mM DTT, pH 8.0) by heating to 94uC, cooling to 70uC,

and gradually cooling to room temperature. FEN1 assays were

carried out with 6 pmol FEN1 and 20 nM annealed substrate in

FEN1 buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 30 mM NaCl, 8 mM MgCl2,

0.1 mg/mL BSA, 2 mM DTT). Assays were carried out at room

temperature and kinetic reads were taken over approximately ten

minutes in a Varioskan plate reader (Thermo Fisher Scientific),

using excitation and emission wavelengths of 492 nm and 517 nm,

respectively.

Fluorescent imaging
53BP1-mCherry cells were grown on cover slips. Following

desired treatment (either two hours of bleomycin treatment at

5 mg/mL, four days following siRNA transfection, or after

24 hours of RF00974 treatment at 10 mM), cells were fixed for

five minutes in 4% paraformaldehyde/PBS, mounted in Vecta-

shield mounting medium containing DAPI (500 ng/mL), and

imaged on a Zeiss Axioplan microscope with a Coolsnap HQ

camera, using appropriate filters and controlled by Metamorph

software.

Apoptosis analysis
Cells were treated with RF00974 for 48 hours prior to

harvesting of medium and cells in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris,

150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton-X-100, pH 7.5). Lysates were sonicat-

ed and clarified by centrifugation at 13 000 rpm for 15 minutes at

4uC. As a positive control, HCT116 cells were treated with 1 mM

staurosporine prior to harvesting. Lysates were subjected to

Western blotting as described above.
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Synthetic genetic array
Synthetic genetic array analysis of rad27D against a collection of

yeast essential DAmP alleles [68] and temperature sensitive alleles

[69] was carried out as described previously [11,19].

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Western blots demonstrating knockdown of gene

products targeted in this study. Cells were transfected with siRNA

SMARTpools targeting the genes of interest. Proteins were

harvested 3 days after transfection and Western blots were

performed as detailed in Materials and Methods. Anti-a-tubulin

was used as a loading control. (A) Knockdown of siRNA pools in

HCT116 cells. (B) Knockdown of individual siRNA duplexes in

hTERT cells.

(TIF)

Figure S2 (A) The effect of non-silencing siRNA versus GAPDH

siRNA on HCT116 cells. Cells were transfected with the indicated

siRNAs, transferred to 96-well plates, fixed, and imaged as in

Materials and Methods. (B) Response of HCT116 cells to selected

compounds. Cells were incubated with compound at the indicated

concentration for 72 hours in optically clear 96-well plates prior to

fixation and imaging as described in Materials and Methods. Data

were analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey test.

Shown is mean 6 SEM.

(TIF)

Figure S3 Treatment of cells with RF00974 leads to an increase

in phosphorylated H2AX, but not to an increase in apoptosis.

Cells were treated with the indicated concentrations of RF00974

for 48 hours before protein was harvested and subjected to

Western blot. Staurosporine (Stau) was used as a control to initiate

apoptosis.

(TIF)

Table S1 siRNA pool silencing in HCT116 cells. Horizontal

lines indicate experiments carried out on different days.

(DOC)

Table S2 siRNA pool silencing in hTERT cells.

(DOC)

Table S3 Synthetic Lethality between FEN1 and cancer genes

in hTERT cells. Horizontal lines indicate experiments carried out

on different days.

(DOC)

Table S4 Antibodies employed in Western blots in this study.

(DOC)

Table S5 Genetic interactors of rad27D and cancer mutations.

(XLS)

Table S6 Raw data from rad27D SGA against a collection

temperature-sensitive and DAmP alleles of essential genes.

#Spots, number of times allele was represented on array. E-C,

experimental value minus control value (negative values indicate

double mutant grows more slowly than control). Pval, p value of E-

C.

(XLS)
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